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In the summer of 1948, John Von Neumann, the great mathematician who is

said to have invented the digital comp uter, delivered a series of lectures at
the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton on the subject of selfrep licating machines. There was no theoretical reason, Von Neumann
insisted, why one could not construct an automaton—a robot—cap able,
with access to sufficient raw materials, of dup licating itself. All it would
need would be the ability to comp are its own dimensions with those of the
resources available, and then make the necessary adjustments. Von
Neumann went on to p oint out, though, that such machines would lack the
cap acity for evolutionary develop ment: that would come only if an
automaton bump ed up against something by accident, thereby altering its
own shap e and creating a new temp late from which a slightly different, and
p erhap s slightly imp roved, cop y...
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